STUDY ABROAD AT JACOBS UNIVERSITY
VISITING AND EXCHANGE PROGRAMS FOR UNIVERSITIES

INTERCULTURAL. INTERDISCIPLINARY. INDIVIDUALIZED.
YOUR ACADEMIC OFFER

ACADEMIC

- Wide range of academic offers in social sciences, natural sciences, and engineering
- State-of-the-art laboratories and learning facilities (over 4,500 m² of laboratory space):
  chemistry lab, biochemistry lab, physics lab, geochemistry lab, ocean lab, computational lab for analysis, modelling, and visualization, behavioral and social sciences labs
- Guided research projects and lab placements (subject to agreement)
- Individualized academic advising by Jacobs faculty
- English as medium of instruction, communication and intercultural classroom
- Language courses by renowned language and culture institutes: Spanish with the Instituto Cervantes, French with the Institut Français, Chinese with the Confucius Institute

INTEGRATION INTO GERMANY AND EUROPE

- Fall semester: academic course “Art in Germany: Major Museums and Art Collections” including faculty-led study trips to art museums in Bremen (e.g. Weserburg Museum of Modern Art), Hanover (e.g. Sprengel Museum), Hamburg (e.g. Kunsthalle), and Berlin (e.g. Bode Museum)
- Fall semester: academic course “European Welfare States and Health Systems” including faculty-led study trips to Bremerhaven (AMEOS Hospital St. Joseph), Berlin (Charité and Robert Koch Institute), and Geneva, Switzerland (WHO headquarters)
- Spring Semester: academic course “German Politics and Culture” including faculty-led study trips to Heligoland islands (Northern Germany), Berlin (German governmental institutions), Brussels, Belgium (EU institutions), and St. Petersburg, Russia (East-West relations)
- German language courses on all levels throughout the academic year and an opportunity to join the German host family program
CUSTOM VISITING PROGRAM
Jacobs University Bremen is looking forward to working with partner institutions to develop and offer courses necessary for the successful completion of their students’ curriculum while abroad. Custom programs have the capacity to host a larger group of students than classical exchange programs and are tuition-based.

Our custom offer for your student cohort(s):
- Coordination of a semester- or year-long stay for a group of visiting students and accompanying professors (if faculty-led)
- Organization of custom programs with a particular academic focus if requested (e.g. engineering, science, pre-med, math)
- Organization of special courses such as “German Politics and Culture”, “European Welfare States and Health Systems” etc.
- Organization of faculty-led study trips to preferred European destinations

SELECTED VISITING PARTNERS
Engineering Abroad@Jacobs with Lafayette College
- Custom program with special focus on engineering, German language, and “German Politics and Culture”

Pre-Med Abroad@Jacobs with Wellesley College
- Custom program with special focus on clinical internship, German language, and “European Welfare States and Health Systems”

BILATERAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Jacobs University Bremen cooperates with renowned institutions across the globe within the framework of a bilateral student exchange. Jacobs University’s bilateral agreement is typically limited to two students per academic year and includes tuition waivers for participating students based on a reciprocal and balanced exchange.

SELECTED EXCHANGE PARTNERS*
America
- Cornell University
- Rice University
- Carnegie Mellon University
- University of Pennsylvania
- University of San Andrés

Europe (Erasmus)
- Sciences Po
- University of Edinburgh
- IE University
- University of Groningen
- University of Warwick

Asia
- Yonsei University
- Fudan University
- Technion
- Thammasat University
- Yamanashi Gakuin University
Jacobs University Bremen is Germany’s leading private university and an attractive partner for study abroad. Would you like your students to study in Germany in English? Would you like them to experience the most diverse student community of over 100 nations on one campus? Would you like that they take advantage of state-of-the-art labs and flexible course selection? We offer a unique study abroad experience and are glad to assist you with the internationalization of your study programs.

Your students will be joining a diverse community of more than 100 nations on one campus and enjoy a unique intercultural semester abroad.

**INTERCULTURAL**
Your students will benefit from our interdisciplinary learning environment and wide course selection across majors in engineering and natural science, social sciences, and humanities.

**INTERDISCIPLINARY**
Your students will be able to choose any course for which they are academically qualified from our study program portfolio and compose their individualized study abroad semester.

**INDIVIDUALIZED**

**COSTS**
The tuition fee is €10,000 per semester. Additional fees include room and board, university fee, and semester ticket for public transport. Tuition waivers are available for exchange partner institutions based on a reciprocal and balanced exchange.

*For a complete list of our visiting and exchange partners, please visit our website at jacobs-university.de/international-office-partners*
Jacobs University offers a wide range of student services. From the time of arrival in Bremen to the time of departure, study abroad students will be looked after by experienced members of staff including resident mentors and college office teams.

- 34 hectare park-like campus
- Pick-up service for students from local airport or train station
- Extensive orientation program: one week prior to semester start
- Guaranteed housing: single rooms
- 24 hour security, resident mentors, and college office teams
- Information Resource Center hosting classical library and extensive digital resources
- Sports and Convention Center
- Theater space, cinema, music lab, dance room, martial arts room
- Student clubs and activities: debating society, rowing, soccer, basketball and field hockey
- Guest housing available for visitors
- Excellent public transportation
- International city airport
Jacobs University is a state-accredited, research-oriented, private university in Bremen, Germany. It is one of the most international academic institutions in the country, characterized by a truly intercultural community. Founded in 2001, Jacobs University attracts highly talented and open-minded students from all over the world: more than 1,200 students from over 100 nations currently live and study on our residential campus. Jacobs University offers a broad portfolio of undergraduate and graduate programs that range from natural and social sciences to engineering and economics. The language of instruction and communication is English. Class sizes are small, enabling professors to act as personal mentors and academic advisors to students. Our faculty members address issues from multiple perspectives through their transdisciplinary research and teaching approaches, and students are actively involved in research from their first year of study. Over the last decade, Jacobs University has consistently achieved top marks according to Germany’s most comprehensive and detailed university ranking by the Center for Higher Education.